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Abstract: 

With the Invention of Big data. Big Data is collection of large and complex data. It consists of structured, semi-structured and 

unstructured types of data. Data get generated from various sources and   from different fields. In today era data is been generated 
on huge amount. The Whole world is moving towards the digitalization. Social media sites, digital pictures and videos and many 

other. All this  such type of data is known as big data. Data mining is a useful technique for extracting a pattern. This is helpful 

from large scale data sets. Useful and meaningful data can be extracted from this big data with the help of data mining by 

processing on that data. In this paper  We collect the healthcare data which consist of  all the details of the patients their symptoms, 

disease etc. After the collection of data then there will be pre-processing on that all the details of the patients data as we need only 

filtered data for our analysis. The data will be stored in Hadoop. User can retrieve the data by symptoms, disease etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In current era as industrialization increases the pollution leves 

get increases. peoples are more  careful about fitness and 

health and they want to be more protected, in case of their 

healthcare and health related problems. In healthcare 

surroundings it is normally seen that there is a huge amount of 

information available but the knowledge in its poor one. There 

is large data availabe with the healthcare systems records but 

they don’t have effective analysis way to dis-cover important 

data and hidden relationships in complex data or patterns in 

that data. A main challenge posed to the healthcare decision 

makers is to offer quality services. Quality service implies 
administering treatments that are effective according to 

diagnosing patients correctly. Poor clinical decisions can 

direct to terrible consequences. The proposed system aims at 

simplify the task of doctors and medical students as well as 

insurance company. When the doctor fires a query regarding 

symptoms or disease then the system provides the information 

regarding the diseases, Records about that inferred disease. 

Basically our paper aims to benefits of the two today very fast 

developing research areas which are data Pre-processing 

techniques and Data Mining by discovering a framework 

which incorporates both the re-search areas. The tools that are 

capable to recognize relevant information in the medical 
science domain stand as construction blocks for this healthcare 

system. In this system, we see diseases and there records facts, 

and the relation which is present between both. that exists. The 

method used to sorting  all this we use the HACE theorem. 

Our objective aims for this work is to Data mining done on 

huge amount of big data techniques which illustration of 

information and which grouping algorithms are proper for 
classifying and identifying important medical related 

information in compact representation. We acknowledge the 

actuality that are tools able  to  finding the relevant and 
reliable information in the medical domain standpoint as basic 
building blocks pillars for a healthcare record system that is 

upto date with the recent survey and discoveries in the medical 

fields. In this research, we focus on relation between the 

diseases and recorded information. That is present between 
diseases and recorded.Our interests are in order to a 

personalized medicine system, In this patient has a medical 

care personalized according to its his requirement.Its not 

adequate to know and read the information only necessary for 

treatment is help for disease healthcare should provide all the 

information and new invention discoveries about assured 

treatment and record to specify it may also have certain side 

effect to specific type of patient .The good practice guide 

initially as educative and introductory sources of agencies 

seeing to bring in big data capability and opportunities that 

accomplish the different challenges of implementation. Even 
the element using big data and implementing smaller or 

greater in the government agency this will also highlight 

different challenges come under practical in main stream of 

performing and operation. We have to used new technologies 

to process such kind of data and discover the pattern by using 

the data mining. The paper content are as Section 2 discusses 

objectives, Section 3 discuss related work, Section 4  presents 

problem statement, Section 5 our system overview Section 6 

Methodology to solve the task, Section 7 Contains Analytical 

analysis and Section 8 Contains conclusions 

II. OBJECTIVE 

It Enables Data Mining in hadoop data sets and provide 
anonymous data with respect to confidentiality and session 

authentication of the user. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY  

The huge amount of data from various sources is   

heterogeneous type, and data having different characteristics 

of data content in big data. The one of the important 

characteristic of big data is to perform computation on data 

present in GB and PB (petabyte) and even on exa-byte (EB) 

with the computational process. So system make used of 

parallel computing, it’s a correspondent programming support 

and software to capably analyse and mine the entire data in 
different format are the target focus of big data process to 
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transform in quantity to quality. Currently processing of big 

data relay on parallel computing technic like Map Reducer 

supply cloud computing as a good platform big data for 

community as service. In Paper [1] It deal with sustainability 

of health care system.It focus on changing approach of 

peoples to deal with health care system and make it 
personalized by using big data concept as mension in table. 

 

 
TABLE I: ADDRESSED TABLE 

 
In Paper [2] Finding associations between concepts have 

applications in different domains, ranging from Medicine to 

Material sciences. The associations between different types of 

diseases ,genes, symptoms, treatments, and drugs can be used 

to understand the functional relationships between medical 

concepts, and potentially come up with new preventive 

care,diagnostic methods, or cures for diseases. Extending the 

association analysis to ‘indirect’ association mining enables us 

to find more subtle relationships between concepts and 

propose new hypotheses for further research. This is of great 
benefit to researchers to focus on hypotheses with stronger 

evidences.In paper [3]Map Reducer is batch orientated parallel 

processing of data. There are some short come and 

performance gap with relational data base. To increase the 

performance and increase the nature of large data Map 

Reducer has used data mining algorithm and machine 

learning. Data mining algorithm obtain the optimizes result it 

perform computing on large data. By increasing performance 

and appropriate algorithm are process in parallel programming 

which is applied to number of machine learning algorithm 

which is based on Map Reducer frame work. The mining 

algorithm used in this are ,including locally weighted linear 
regression, k-Means, linear support vector machines, logistic 

regression, Gaussian discriminant analysis, the independent 

variable analysis, expectation maximization, naive Bayes, and 

backpropagation neural networks With the machine learning 

we can state that the process can be change to summation 

operation. Summation operation can be perform on subset of 

data separately and accomplish simply on Map Reducer 

programming. Therefore the large data set are can be divided 

into small subset and that subset can be assign to various 

number of machine in Mapper the data is process by the 

mapper it perform operation on it. Reducer node collect all the 

processed data and collect into summation. Proposed 

application of Map Reducer to sup-port parallel programming 

and multiprocessor system which include three different data 
mining algorithm K-means,linear regression principal 

component analysis. the Map Reducer mechanism in Hadoop 

execute the algorithm in single-pass, query based and iterative 

frame work of Map Reducer , dis-tributing the data between 

number of nodes in parallel processing algorithm that the Map 

Reducer approach for huge data mining by checking standard 

data mining task on midsize clusters. Polarimetries and 

sun[4].In this they proposed a mutual distributed aggregation 

(DisCo) frame work for pre-processing of practically and 

collaborative technic. The performance in Hadoop it is and 

open source Map Reducer project show that DisCo have 

 
FIG 1: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

ideal which is accurate and can analyse and process enormous 

data. To took up the poor analysed capabilities and the week 

analysed software which are traditional Hadoop system. In 

detail integration which give the data for the computation in 

parallel processing model that make use of full Hadoop. 

Increase of big data application has increase in the areas where 

the data is generated more and more which can’t be handled 

by the normal software. It is beyond their limits for processing 

it. The most important challenge in Hadoop is to process the 

Big Data and to get the valuable information from that large 
data sets. There valuable data obtained can be used for the 

future measure. 

 

IV. .PROBLEM STATEMENT  
User can independently and concurrently access data base or 

data from hadoop. User can perform SQL operations. An 

extraction of information about diseases and symptoms  from 

hadoop data sets using data mining. 
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V.  METHODOLOGY 

K means In Big Data huge data come from distributed control 

all the data is been collected and cluster of data are built up. 

Clustering of data is been done in the K-Means process. Data 

with same characteristic are built in the cluster. Preprocessing 

Self optimize mapping (SOM): Data is collected from 
different sources. Before applying data mining algorithms to 

the Data Sets pre-processing is needed. As the data mining 

discover the pattern it should contain large data related to that 

field. Pre-processing is very essential in the case of multi 

variant data. The common sources of data are data warehouse. 

In pre-processing the stop words, HTML tags, special 

character are removed. The noise missing data identifying the 

diseases and treatments sentences published in medical 

information. The informative sentence are collected as label 

informative which contain the information about diseases and 

there treatment. Other are noted not informative sentence. 

informative which contain the information about diseases and 
there treatment. Other are noted not informative sentence. 

 

VI. DATA MINING  
Data mining contain different classes of tasks: Clustering the 

process where data get collected into clusters a group of data 

similar data is grouped together. Anomaly detection 

Outlier/change/deviation detection. It identifies the error 

datawhich need to be further processed. Association rule 

learning (Dependency modeling) Association relation between 

the entity. A common habit followed by the people generally 

in the market place. Which product material is been purchased 
frequently by the customer. Homogeneous data to find out the 

information related to diseases, building the cluster of data of 

present it stores such type of information. Summarization. It 

contain the Abstract information which is been summary of all 

the detail record providing a more compact viewsame 

diseases. Specific diseases information is been collected in one 

block. Heterogeneous data one disease may have different 

attributes, different types of specific diseases may be 

representation of data set 
 

VII.  K ANNONYMITY ALGORITHM 

In this module the anonymous data is been generated which 

contains only range values without containing actual values. 

Sensitive details are hidden from the user .Anonymous data 

converting algorithm provide provides only required 

information which is not sensitive. For example identity of the 

person can be hidden from the user for security purpose. To 

avoid the misuse of personal details the anonymous data is 

generated and provided to the user. Algorithms use the data 
representation to create anonymous data of that captures data 

regarding diseases, feature values and labels in order to given 

query by the user. 
 

VIII. AUTHONTICATION.  
In this module the SQL injection attacks are prevented. In 

which fake user could not get the access of the data base of the 

system. It is been prevented by the password and user id 

through which they can get access in to the system to get the 

required data. If anybody try to use the previous session 

password it get rejected does not allow the user to log in into 
the system. It provides the general security to the overall 

system. After entering the authentication details in the system 

the further action take pace. It prevents any illegal access to 

the system. 

IX.  APRIORY  
In this module the frequent item set mining is been done. 

When user enters any query to the system then in which data 

set cluster that term is occurring number of times. Such type 

of cluster is been presented to the user. Most frequently 

occurring term in the data set such data set is been selected in 
this module and presented to the user. In this module the user 

only give the query to the system and then that query is 

processed by the system after processing the most relevant 

information is provided to the user. 

 

X.  SLICING TECHNIQUE 

A new technique is developed for privacy-preserving is known 

as Slicing. Slicing has more advantages when compared with 

generalization and bucketization. It provides better data utility 

than generalization. Slicing preserves more attribute 

correlations with the bucketization. It can handle high 
dimensional data Horizontal partitioning is done by grouping 

the topples. Vertical partitioning means grouping the attributes 

into columns based on the correlations of the attributes. 
 
 

XI.   MATHEMATICAL MODULE 

I= I1, I2, I3, I4 Where, 

I1=Username which is entered by the user. I2=Password of the 

session is given. 

I3=Keywords which we are going to search in the data set 

I4=Dataset Intermediate Output Set after processing of data. 

E= E1, E2 

 

Where, 

E1=check out the validation of the user Authorized User 

E2=cluster of data which is formed by clustering 
Homogeneous Data 

E3=Entity having the different attribute are been placed in 

Heterogeneous Data 

E4= The output which is secure hiding the sensitive detail 

record Anonymous Data is generated. Final Output Set result 

from the data set is displayed which has anonymous data. D= 

D1 data which generated anonymous given to user matches 

the query. 

 

XII.  PERFOFMANCE ANALYSIS 
 

Consider the raw patient data in Table 1 (the attribute is just 

for the purposes of illustration). Each row in the table 

represents the information from a patient. Make the privacy 
attack easier for an adversary. Suppose that the adversary 

knows that the target patient is female and her diagnostic 

codes contain. Then, record can be uniquely identified, since 

she is the only with diagnostic codes in the raw data. Thus, 

identifying her record results in disclosure that she also has 

[10]. Note that, we do not make any assumption about the 

adversary’s background knowledge. An adversary may have 

partial or full information about the set-valued data and she 

can try to use any background knowledge to identify the 

victim. A differentially-private mechanism ensures that the 

probability of generating any output (released data) is almost 
equally likely from all nearly identical input data sets. 

Therefore guarantees that outputs are insensitive to any single 

individual's record. In other words, an individual's privacy is 

not at risk because of inclusion in the disclosed data set. 
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NAME AGE GENDER ZIP DISEASES 
ABC 5 FEMALE 422605 Flu 
PQR 15 MALE 411105 Fever 
XYZ 28 FEMALE 412105 Fever 
BOB 22 MALE 101111 Flu 
LMN 35 MALE 450605 Diarrhea 

 
TABLE II: SENSITIVE DATA 

 

NAME AGE GENDER ZIP DISEASES 
*** 0 to20 FEMALE ****** Flu 
*** 0 to 20 MALE ****** Fever 
*** 20 to30 FEMALE ****** Fever 
*** 20 to 30 MALE ****** Flu 
*** 30 to 40 MALE ****** Diarrhea 

TABLE III: ANONYMOUS  DATA 

To prevent such linking attacks, a number of partition-based 

privacy models have been proposed [10]. However, recent 

research has indicated that these models are vulnerable to 

various privacy attacks [10] and provide insufficient privacy 

protection. In this article, we employ differential privacy, a 

privacy model that provides provable privacy guarantees and 

that is, by definition, immune against all aforementioned 

attacks. 

 

 
Graph 1: Data Inseration Performance 

 

In graph 1 Execution time comparison is done. In which we 

can observe that the time required by encryption is more than 
the slicing technique. Which save more time saved and the 

privacy is preserved of the mined data which is given input to 

the system. Slicing partitions the dataset both horizontally and 

vertically. Vertical partitioning means grouping the attributes 

into columns based on the correlations of the attributes. In 

Attribute partitioning the of slicing data handles the high 

dimensional data. While slicing of data preserves the 

associations within the data. In slicing there is no breaking of 

attribute. It provide attribute discloser protection. In graph 2 

the data slicing performance is observed in the slicing and 

encryption method. Time is shown in nanosecond of 

performance. 

 

 
Graph 2 : Data Slicing  Performance 

 
XIII. CONCLUSION  

Big data is collection of complex data sets, An Data mining 
and privacy preservation framework for big data has been 

proposed. The framework is combination of accessing mined 

data and Privacy preservation mechanism. Data mining allow 

to explore important knowledge and privacy preservation 

allow to provide the anonymous data to the user. Through this 

system we get expected information when the user enters the 

disease name or disease symptoms. System processes all the 

data collected from different sources. All the data related to 

application users query accordingly is provided to the user 

real-time. User enters the keyword to the system and system 

provide the related information regarding to the keyword. 
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